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1. Introduction 
Surgical strategy using barbed or not barbed threads is now an asserted truth with 
numerous and official follow-up and experiences. These strategies are named as “mini 
invasive aesthetic metholodologies” because provide for good results with little incisions 
and few complications  
Today there are many different mini-invasive surgical techniques available, using different 
kinds of surgical suspension threads. All of these are due to four main authors: Guilleman, 
Sulamanidze, Serdev and Ruff. 
2. The Guilleman technique 
This is the basic technique known and published under the name of “Curl Lift” and is 
certainly the mother of all the other methods used.  
It is the simplest and most intelligent method to lift the relaxed tissues with simple and 
everyday used surgical threads, absorbable or not. (Fig. 1) 
 
Figure 1. The initial idea of the Curl Lift 
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3. The Sulamanidze technique 
This method uses a particular surgical thread with barbs, like opposing ears of wheat, 
thanks to which the threads support themselves in the tissue. 
The criticism that can be made about this technique is the fact that the calibre of the needle-
cannula used to introduce the thread into the tissue is greater than the thread itself, which 
can cause some difficulties in hooking the barbs and easy bruising. Finally, this method may 
be sometime as no long-lasting as the others. It can be very useful in some mini-invasive 
corrections of the face, such as of the eyebrows or neck. (Fig. 2) 
 
Figure 2.  Mini invasive treatment of the neck with original Russian APTOS threads in a subject with 
heart disease taking Acenocumarol (Bacci archive) 
4. The Serdev technique 
Starting from French surgeons Galland and Clavier, the Bulgarian cosmetic surgeon Nikolay 
Serdev uses special semi-elastic threads with long-term absorption, along with special 
needles of his direct invention and preparation that are used to fix the tissues to solid or 
fixed structures. 
In our experience this method has had almost always good results in various aesthetic 
pathologies, especially for outlining ill-defined cheekbones and the chin line, thanks to the 
possibility of creating tobacco-pouch sutures that allow us to define the outlines. (Fig. 3-4) 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3. Definition of the cheekbones with Serdev threads (Bacci archive) 
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Figure 4. Definition of the cheekbones with Serdev threads (Bacci archive) 
This is the ideal methodology for increasing volume and projecting the tissues without 
prostheses, for cheekbones, chin, breasts or buttocks, of course, in selected cases. 
5. The Ruff method 
This strategy has certainly represented a new era in cosmetic surgery as it is the first 
methodology officially approved by the FDA for rejuvenation of the face and neck using 
unidirectional barbed threads. 
It is an effective mini-invasive strategy offer us good results. It uses barbed not-adsorbable 
one-directional threads introduced by special needles and a method that offers the concrete 
possibility of creating a true anchor point for the thread, thus becoming similar to a track 
upon which the skin slides and is anchored, thanks to the unidirectional barbs that are 
arranged in a spiral shape, guaranteeing its strong hold on the tissues. (Fig. 5) 
 
Figure 5. Typical spiral arrangement of the unidirectional barbs. (Bacci Archive) 
Typical characteristic of these barbed surgical threads is the possibility to lift-up all part of 
the tissue, particurarly midface, neck and eyebrown, or the cutaneous layer that the adipose 
–muscular deep wraps. 
To conclude, we have today four basical mini invasive strategy by threads, according to 
Guilleman, Sulamanidze, Serdev and Ruff, we can use different strategies, in integrate 
methodology too, on respect to different indications. 
6. T3 - Soft Lift  
In 2001 we began our first experiences with the integration of two methods, suspension 
threads and surgical soft lift. 
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We started with unidirectional, barbed absorbable surgical threads we made by hand in the 
operating room using a simple method with a monofilament. Our experience then 
developed particularly while observing their capacity to form a temporary tissue fibrosis 
along the thread’s path in 8-12 weeks’ time. 
This is how we started the mini-invasive method we call “T3-Soft Face Lifting”, meaning 
“Traction Threads Treatment”, or a treatment that uses the traction on surgical threads to lift 
the tissues, avoiding more extensive dissection, in one or more sessions. 
Basically, this strategy consists of two mini-invasive surgical sessions done with local 
anaesthesia. 
- 1st session - The purpose of this procedure is to introduce the barbed unidirectional 
“polypropylene” suspension threads using particular carriers that adapt to the various 
positioning needs of the different suspension threads. (Fig. 6) 
 
Figure 6. Bacci’s instrument for introducing threads – (Bacci Archive) 
Depending on need or the skin to be eliminated, an incision can also be made (as small as 
possible) along the classical lines in front of or behind the ear, in the frontotemporal area, 
then the smallest dissection necessary is done to traction the SMAS, doubling it or creating a 
small flap.  
Then a typical vertical mini-lift is done, but using the traction of the threads, therefore 
avoiding tissue dissection and complications. (Fig. 7) 
 
 
Figure 7. Suspension threads and mini-face lift (Bacci Archive) 
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In patients requesting or needing greater traction or greater excision of skin tissue we can 
also associate a more ample lift, lifting both the temporal region and the midface and neck, 
thus reconstructing a better triangle of youth, and still limiting dissection thanks to the use 
of unidirectional barbed threads or of Serdev’s circular method. (Fig. 8) 
 
 
 
Figure 8. Suspension threads and superior blepharoplasty using Serdev Methodology (Archive Bacci) 
Normally, in this first session lipofilling is associated with the suspension threads, allowing 
the tissue metabolism to activate thanks to the hormonal impulse given by the autologous 
fat tissue inserted into the tissue. 
The suspension thread and fatty tissue association (T3-Fat Lift, or stabilised lipofilling)  
has a particular importance since it favours metabolic recovery of the tissues and 
vascularization of the cells of the fatty tissue injected, thus prolonging its life and active stay 
in the tissue. 
Sometimes we also perform a superior blepharoplasty in this first session in order to 
increase eye brightness.  
-2nd session - When it is necessary, the second session is as a rule done after 2-3 years, it 
allows stabilization of the results and offers new traction without dissection. A small 
incision with local anaesthesia is sufficient to pick up, by Muller’s hook for microvarices, the 
old thread which will be pulled and sutured to the fascia with a 5/0 nylon thread, in a new 
position. 
Method 
Usually, four or six non-absorbable unidirectional barbed threads are applied for side. They 
allow traction of the tissues, thus limiting dissection. Then a semi-circular or “S” incision is 
done, separating the layer as little as possible and locating the threads in place we traction 
on them and work the SMAS which is duplicated with suture, when it’s necessary. (Figs. 9-
10 ) 
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Figure 9. After a little local anaesthesia we traction the tissue and SMAS pulling the threads that hook 
onto the tissue, and then we suture. (Bacci Archive) 
 
Figure 10. After a little local anaesthesia we traction the tissue and SMAS pulling the threads that hook 
onto the tissue, and then we suture. (Bacci Archive) 
After this phase the excess skin is cut and then sutured, following the same traction path of 
the threads if possible and doubling the tissue for better harmony of the neck, within the 
same amount of operating time. (Fig. 11) 
 
 
Figure 11. Skin excision and traction on the tissues of the neck. (Bacci Archive) 
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We then move on to reshaping the outlines and volumes of the face in the naso-labial, 
zygomatic areas, of the cheeks and chin with “rice grain” lipofilling, after taking fatty tissue 
from the abdomen and periumbilical area, where it guarantees greater resistance to possible 
initial deficits in vascularization. Usually this fatty tissue is reinserted directly without 
altering it or traumatizing it. (Fig. 12) 
 
Figure 12. Our micro-cannulae for mini-liposculpture and for extracting fatty tissue, which can also be 
done with a simple needle, even if more traumatic. (Bacci Archive) 
Fill - traction 
Today, we have more than twenty years of experience with Sulamanidze and Serdev’s 
methods, and we have ten years of experience with unidirectional absorbable or not-
absorbable barbed threads, which are used to have a new position of the tissues and to 
activate processes of bio-stimulation, in particular with surgical threads absorbables by 
hydrolytic way, such as polydioxanone (PDO). (Fig.13) 
Currently, thanks to the changing demands of patients seeking rejuvenation of the face even 
before the age of 40, methodologies are greatly reduced and they are absolutely minimally 
invasive.  
We have reduced the incisions with small lines between the tragus or hidden in the hair or 
behind the ear. Were reduced detachments of the skin, as results have been virtually 
eliminated hematoma and major complications. (Fig.14 - 15) 
The words "Fill-Traction" means a mini-invasive strategy that uses in the same session a 
Prolene 2/0 not-absorbable unidirectional barbed threads for side, both in the temporal 
region that in the midface.  
In the same session we can apply unidirectional absorbable barbed threads to maintain the 
position of the skin and improve the contours in the same time. 
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Figure 13. T3 –soft face lift (Bacci Archive) 
 
Figure 14. Mini invasive strategy using suspension barbed threads and skin stimulation using 
absorbable PDO minithreads. (Bacci Archive) 
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Figure 15. Mini invasive strategy using suspension barbed threads and skin stimulation using 
absorbable PDO minithreads. (Bacci Archive) 
Also in the same session, we can use botulinum toxin or lipofiling when it is necessary. 
Currently, to stimulate the tissues, we use less frequently fillers with hyaluronic acid, in fact 
today we can also use small threads in PDO - polydioxanone - according to the korean 
technique that allows us an interesting skin stimulation, in particular in the neck and in 
midface. 
This small absorbable suture may be repeated after 6-8 months, demonstrating that we have 
good results with fast recovery and few complications using an integration of minimally 
invasive methodologies. (Fig. 16-17) 
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Figure 16. Interesting results using Fill-Traction. (Bacci Archive) 
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Figure 17. Interesting results using Fill-Traction. (Bacci Archive) 
7. Conclusion 
Certainly, today suspension surgery, as mini invasive aesthetic surgery by threads, is an 
official surgical strategy, but the best results are always lie to the precise diagnosis and in 
the rapport between doctor and patient, without never to have miracles or eternal results. 
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